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Strip galvanizing lines

Strip galvanizing lines
from SMS Siemag
Galvanized steel is a compound material that
combines the excellent properties of zinc –
including corrosion resistance and good looks
– with the strength of steel.
These advantages explain why galvanized steel strip is used in so
many goods that demand high material standards. The automotive
and construction industries, plant construction, and the household
goods industry are some of the key application fields. More than
50 % of the cold strip produced globally is processed in a strip galvanizing line.

Extensive know-how
SMS Siemag has been producing hot-dip galvanizing lines for manufacturers around the globe for over 40 years. That’s how our
employees have built up a vast store of experience and know-how.
Close and honest cooperation with our customers spans design,
construction, and installation, through commissioning and process
guidance to services or future revamps.

Hot-dip-finished steels are variously
coated according to the product
demands:
n Galvanized:
A shiny coating of zinc with a zinc
content of at least 98.5 %.
n Galvannealed (GA):
While still fluid, the zinc coating on
the strip is diffusion annealed, converting it into a formable zinc-iron
layer. The thermal treatment gives
the surface a matt gray appearance.
n Alloys:
Calculated quantities of alloy metals
are added to modify the properties
of the final product. The zinc is as
a rule augmented as required with:
Aluminum
Silicon
Magnesium

High-quality final products.
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Cooperation based on trust.

Extensive process know-how.
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Strip galvanizing lines

Strip galvanizing lines
from SMS Siemag
Electrical and automation systems
SMS Siemag supplies a wide range of solutions for galvanizing lines
in our X-Pact® Electrical and Automation service. What does it
entail? We equip your lines with energy supply and drives as well
as with field and measuring devices. Your measuring and field
elements are linked to our system via bus connectors (profibus,
fieldbus).

Transformer house for drive technology.

Level 1 covers technical regulators, controls and HMI. It’s mainly
responsible for target and actual value analysis as well as automatic
process control from the entry with coil preparation through to exit
with coil deposit. Material and welded-seam tracking monitors the
coils from start to finish.
The material tracking function sets new target values and triggers
the necessary adjustments, such as reducing the rolling force of
the skin-passing mill as the welded seams travel through. The function generates measuring impulses for each plant part, enabling
length-related measured-value tracking. Also included in Level 1
are control of the technological target values such as strip tension,
degree of skin-passing, coating weight, and process visualization.
The HMI system displays the relevant process and plant data
(Level 0 – 2) and optimizes communication between the visualization and basic automation elements. What makes the system
stand out even more are its user-friendly screen masks, objectbased data processing, and intuitive operator guidance with fast,
clear presentation of all information. A message and reporting system as well as measured-value archiving with a large selection of
display and operating functions for analysis curves complete the
HMI range.

Network.

Level 2 of the X-Pact® electrical and automation system utilizes the
information from Level 1 to control the overall plant process. This
data is collected, archived, and translated into production reports in
Level 2. In turn, the information from Level 2 forms the basis for
production planning in Level 3. Finally, Level 3 takes care of warehouse management, product handling control, quality assurance,
and order tracking.

Control room with view of zinc pot.
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Hot-dip galvanizing

The key components
of a hot-dip galvanizing line
from SMS Siemag

Cleaning section
This is where residual rolling oil, iron
dust and other contaminants are
removed from the strip. It starts with
a spray cleaning and an electrolytic
cleaning process, each with an alkaline
solution and subsequent brushing.
Then the strip is rinsed with hot water
to wash off the solution, and finally
dried with hot air.
Entry section
Two payout coilers and one welding
machine enable continuous strip
feeding – only interrupted by the
welding process.
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D i r e c t i o n

Annealing furnace
Cold strip is partly solidified up to the formability limit. That’s
why an annealing process is required to achieve the mechanical properties of the material necessary for further processing. The strip is heated in this furnace to between 750 and
850 °C. This is the temperature range it takes for the shaped
and solidified grains to re-crystallize. Annealing also reduces
the oxides on the surface. After the strip has been thoroughly
annealed, it is cooled in several stages to approx. 460 to
480 °C – the temperature of the zinc bath.

Entry looper
The strip looper compensates interruptions in strip feeding due to e.g. welding
the coils together.

Induction furnace
To produce premium-grade galvannealed
steel strip, e.g. for the automotive industry, the strip – still coated with liquid zinc –
is heated to approx. 550 °C in an induction furnace, and kept there for a few seconds. During this time, iron diffuses into
the zinc layer.

Zinc pot
The strip is dipped into the zinc bath
from above and guided over a deflector
roller to emerge vertically from the bath.
As it emerges, the strip takes a liquid
coating with it.
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Intermediate looper
This element bridges interruptions such
as roll changes in the skin-passing mill.

Skin-passing mill and
tension leveling machine
In the skin-passing mill, the strip is
rolled in a controlled way to achieve
the required surface properties. The
tension leveling machine eliminates
unevenness such as waviness,
sabers, and longitudinal or crossways
bows. That ensures you get flat and
even strip.

Cooling
First the strip is cooled with air to below
300 °C so it can be deflected. Then it is
cooled with air and finally water until it
reaches ambient temperature.

Air knife
The air knife unit controls the coating thickness on the
strip. Nozzles arranged on either side blast air or nitrogen
at a defined pressure onto the strip, blowing off excess
zinc. The air knives used by SMS Siemag feature control
systems that ensure the jets are always centered and
directed squarely onto the strip.
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Exit looper
To ensure continuous operation even
during maintenance work or coil
changes, loopers are also installed in
the exit area.

Inspection station
Here the strip is examined
for possible surface faults
both horizontally and vertically.

Roll coater
Coatings are applied to the
strip by means of a pick-up
roll and an applicator roll.
This way, the strip can be
passivated and additionally
protected against white
rust. Another option here
is anti-fingerprint coating.

Trimming shear
with scrap
winder
The strip edges are
trimmed for even strip
in the required width.

Flying crank
shear
This shear cuts the strip
so that pieces can be
removed as samples.

Oiling machine
Depending on requirements, the strip can be
coated with a thin film of
anti-corrosion or deepdrawing oil.

Coiler
When it reaches the end
of the hot-dip galvanizing
line, the strip is continuously wound into coils on
a coiler, then transported
away.
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Continuous process
Continuous strip galvanizing lines from SMS Siemag consist of
entry and exit trains as well as a pre-treatment section, the process
section itself, and a finishing line. When the pre-annealed strip
reaches the process section, it passes through a zinc bath, then
emerges vertically from the bath, taking a liquid coating of zinc with
it. Next, air knives blow superfluous zinc off the front and back to
produce an even coating in the required thickness on both sides.
The strip subsequently travels further vertically upward as it is
cooled.

Modular design
Open the flaps on the covers of this brochure for a quick review of
the key components along the process route of an SMS Siemag
strip galvanizing line. You’ll find an example of a hot-dip galvanizing
line for cold strip with a vertical furnace.

First the strip is annealed …

… next in line is the zinc pot, followed by air knives that adjust the zinc layer
thickness …

Whatever your production situation, you benefit from the modular
design of plants from SMS Siemag. It means you choose only the
components or versions you want, plus any special equipment you
require. What’s more, in some cases we can alter the sequence of
the components to suit you. SMS Siemag also constructs and
erects galvanizing lines with horizontal furnaces, as well as strip
galvanizing lines for hot strip, with customized layouts for different demands.

… and further vertical transport for drying.

CGL-Bulletin
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Technological innovations

Technological innovations
for hot-dip galvanizing lines
Practice-proven principle …

…with modern technology

As far back as 1963, SMS Siemag supplied the first hot-dip galvanizing line in Germany to August Thyssen-Hütte of Duisburg. Since
then, we’ve supplied many of these plants all over the world to
lots of leading steel producers. The basic principle of hot-dip galvanizing has barely changed during that time, and has proven successful everywhere. Yet there have been steady improvements
and new technological developments. For instance, the capacity of
these plants has continued to rise, while the quality of the steel
produced has increased, along with the yield of the systems.

Always adopting the best-technology, SMS Siemag designs its
strip galvanizing lines to meet not only today’s standards, but
tomorrow’s challenges as well. Read on for an overview of the latest innovations that ensure these plants will save resources while
also complying with the more advanced quality demands of the
future.
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n Ultrasonic and high-pressure cleaning technologies:
Innovative cleaning technologies keep your strip cleaner,
even though they use less cleaning agent and energy.
What’s more, they come with lower-cost plant design.
For more, see page 16.
n Drever furnace technology:
Expertise for a holistic view of the annealing process in
hot-dip galvanizing lines. For more, see page 18.
n DFI oxyfuel technology:
Gaseous fuel burns with pure oxygen and the flame is
directed squarely onto the strip. As a result, the furnace can
be shorter, and cleaning is easier. For more, see page 22.
n Advanced Transition Management:
Updating the mathematical model for the furnace of an
existing CGL increases line productivity.
For more, see page 24.
n Optimization of the air knife system:
Coating control, ceramic bearing boxes, laser measurement
of spacing, contact-free strip edge control, nozzle gap locking. See page 26.
n Air knife system for hot-dip aluminum coating:
As part of a revamp at Finnentrop, we are installing and
commissioning an innovative air knife system for hot-dip
aluminum coating. For more, see page 28.
n DEMCO strip stabilization:
Electromagnetic strip stabilization helps you achieve even
higher-precision layer thickness, which in turn reduces zinc
consumption. For more, see page 30.
n Roll coater for efficient surface treatment:
Effective and eco-friendly, the roll coater passivates the
strip, phosphates it, or applies an anti-fingerprint coating.
For more, see page 32.
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Technological innovations

Improved cleaning

Ultrasonic and high-pressure
cleaning technology
The automotive industry and other buyers of
galvanized steel strip demand ever higher
quality – especially in terms of corrosion warranties. That means the surface quality of the
strip to be treated has to be superb. Even
slight contamination causes faults in the coating. It’s essential before galvanizing to remove
all residues such as iron dust, oil, and rolling
emulsion from the cold-rolling process, transport, and storage.
Using ultrasonic and high-pressure cleaning technology developed
by SMS Siemag, you can produce cleaner strip with less cleaning
agent and energy, and the added benefit of lower-cost plant construction. All in all, a resource-saving, greener strip cleaning
process.

A conventional cleaning section.

Strip cleaning

High-pressure cleaning

Let’s take a look at conventional strip cleaning plants. First, the strip
is sprayed with a hot alkaline solution to remove the coarse dirt
and heat the strip. Next, rotating brushes remove loose dirt on the
strip surface. Finer residues are cleaned off by small bubbles that
form on the surface, created by electrolytes. Here again, brushes
then brush off the remaining dirt. Finally, a cascade rinsing stage
strips the alkaline solution from the surface.

SMS Siemag has developed a modern cleaning technology that
replaces the two brush cleaning stages with high-pressure cleaning
phases. The removal process with nozzle beams in the high-pressure jet section requires no direct mechanical contact. That means
the high-pressure cleaning system is wear-free – unlike brush
cleaning – yet achieves better results. The new method combines
surface active processes with mechanical removal, utilizing the
kinetic energy of the water jet. Even stubborn layers of dirt are loosened and rinsed off by the force of the liquid pounding the surface.
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Ultrasonic cleaning

High-pressure module

Ultrasonic and high-pressure cleaning in the Dortmunder Oberflächen-Zentrum (DOC).

Ultrasonic cleaning
There’s yet another way to optimize the cleaning process. It’s
called ultrasonic cleaning, and comes with a range of benefits.
Ultrasonic oscillators substitute the electrodes of conventional systems, significantly reducing energy consumption. And an ultrasonic cleaning tank is much cheaper to build than a process tank for
electrolytic degreasing. What’s more, the process is almost emission-free because it produces neither oxygen nor hydrogen. That
eliminates the need for costly safety technology and extractors.
Ultrasonic cleaning works on the cavitation principle. What is cavitation? The pressure caused by the sonic waves creates tiny cavities on edges, air bubbles or dirt particles. These cavities then
implode, generating hydraulic impacts with high energy densities.
The resulting micro-flows in the liquid pick up contaminants on the
surface and rinse them away.

Advantages of ultrasonic
and high-pressure cleaning technology
Quite simply, this technology achieves cleaner strip surfaces at
lower operating cost. Because it’s generally more effective, it minimizes consumption of cleaning chemicals, and the waste water is
easier and cheaper to reprocess. Switching from electrolytic cleaning also saves energy. No mechanical contact takes place, so
there’s no wear and the system is almost maintenance-free. Compared to conventional cleaning, the investment costs for ultrasonic and high-pressure cleaning technology are some 10 % lower.
One reason for this is that the plant is around 25 % shorter in
length. All in all, the new technology offers both cost and environmental benefits in the production of high-quality hot-dip galvanized
steel strip that meets today’s growing quality requirements.

CGL-Bulletin
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Drever furnace technology

Expertise in the whole process of
annealing in hot-dip galvanizing lines
To galvanize cold strip in a hot-dip galvanizing line, you first have to anneal it.
Why? Because the annealing process reduces the strain hardening from rolling
and gives the strip the necessary shiny, metallic and oxide-free surface. Highcapacity furnaces from Drever are designed for top-quality galvanized steel
strip. The special feature of Drever furnace technology is the vertical radianttube furnace, and it has already been installed at a number of locations. Following a defined annealing curve, the strip is efficiently annealed and cooled
in a defined, eco-friendly way. Simply read on for an in-depth description of
Drever furnace technology for annealing in hot-dip galvanizing lines.

Control system

Strip tension control

The annealing process is controlled by a fully-automated mathematical model. It calculates all furnace parameters and sets the
desired annealing curve. The model also considers the sequence of
the coils being produced. That optimizes the annealing process, in
turn enhancing furnace productivity.

Every furnace section features a strip tensiometer that supports
the control system of the deflector rollers. The rollers in each section are driven individually, but always in synch. Optimized roller
shapes combined with radiation shields and strip centering controls guarantee the strip passes through the furnace fault free. Furthermore, cameras are installed at a number of locations inside the
furnace to monitor the strip travel. That enables rapid reaction to
any irregularities.

Annealing curve for different steel grades (galvanizing and galvannealing).

Cameras monitor the strip travel in the furnace and are able to react rapidly
if irregularities occur.
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Radiant tubes

Emissions

The preferred solution for hot-dip galvanizing lines is the P-type
radiant tube operated with natural gas. W-type radiant tubes are
often installed for operation with blast-furnace gas or with a gas
mix that has a low calorific value. The advantage of P-type radiant
tubes is that they can easily be regulated, with an on-off control
system making them highly flexible. However, the design of
P-type radiant tubes is more complicated and, unlike W-type radiant tubes, they require a lower temperature by approx. 30 °C.
Depending on their size, 10 to 30 radiant tubes are installed in each
of the different furnace zones.

The annealing process generates chiefly carbon dioxide and nitrogen emissions. The CO2 emissions can be cut by minimizing the
energy used, e.g. with a recuperator and a pre-heating zone. The
nitrogen oxides are reduced by means of a special graded combustion process or a catalytic system. As a rule, energy is recovered from the waste gases that have a temperature of 150 to
250 °C to produce hot water or steam for recycling elsewhere in
the line (cleaning section, dryer).

The Drever furnace stands out for low emission values.

The hot-strip galvanizing line at Severstal Columbus is equipped with a Drever
furnace.

CGL-Bulletin
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Protective gas atmosphere
An atmosphere with a hydrogen content of 5 % or less protects
the strip surface from oxidation in the heating zones. It’s important to keep out ambient air containing oxygen, so the furnace is
maintained at a constant slight internal overpressure of around 2 to
3 mbar. There’s a separate gas supply with flow control for each
furnace chamber.

In all radiant-tube furnaces, the dew point can be considerably
increased to enable the silicon in the steel matrix to oxidize. However, the right dew point must also ensure no iron is oxidized. To
make silicon oxidation possible, a defined quantity of water vapor
is introduced into the furnace atmosphere. This prevents the silicon
causing wetting problems on the strip surface, e.g. due to bare
spots. Drever also supplies directly-fired preheating zones. Here,
iron and silicon are oxidized in a controlled manner on the surface,
causing an oxide layer approx. 2 g/m² thick that is then reduced in
the soaking and cooling zones.

Preheating zone
In a preheating zone, the strip is preheated by radiant tubes to
approx. 120 °C. The radiant tubes are operated with some of the
energy recovered from the waste gases via heat exchangers. That
results in energy savings of around 12 %. Because the strip is preheated here, the subsequent heating zone can be shortened.
Another bonus is reduced thermal shock on the strip when it
touches the hot deflector roller in the heating zone.

Heating and soaking zones

Simplified picture of the furnace, with preheating zone (pink), heating zone
(red), soaking zone (orange), and cooling zone, as well as equalizing zone (blue).

Drever furnace in the continuous galvanizing line at Wisco.
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After preheating, the strip enters the main heating zone where it
reaches the recrystallization temperature (750 to 900 °C) specific to
each steel type. The heating zone is subdivided into two or more
zones which are controlled individually. This results in the desired
annealing curve. Subsequently, the strip runs through the soaking
zone, also heated by radiant tubes, where the temperature is held
constant until the strip temperature is homogenized. The small
amount of thermal energy introduced into this zone is only necessary to equalize losses.

Cooling zone

Zinc coating

The cooling system developed by Drever utilizes the properties of
hydrogen (low density and high thermal conductivity) to increase
cooling capacity. That’s why there’s a high hydrogen content of
roughly 20 to 30 % in the cooling zone. One advantage of the system is that it makes complicated separation between the cooling
and neighboring zones unnecessary. The Drever Ultra Fast Cooling
System (UFCS) comes with a convection-cooling power of
300 Kw/m2. In terms of the strip in the furnace, this corresponds to
120 K/s/mm. The cooling gas is blown onto the strip through transverse slot nozzles. This ensures even cooling over the entire strip
cross-section and length, unlike round nozzles. The design of the
Drever gas-jet cooling system guarantees perfect strip stability,
preventing any surface damage and improving zinc thickness control in the coating section.

Drever furnaces normally include an equalizing section covering
several meters of strip between the cooling zone and the zinc pot.
This section is responsible for homogenizing the strip temperature.
Due to the temperature in the zinc pot (460 °C for zinc), the strip
temperature at the furnace exit is very stable. However, some
materials (e.g. dual-phase steel) are cooled in the fast-cooling zone,
then re-heated shortly before coating.

In the cooling zone, cooling gas is blown onto
the strip through transverse slot nozzles.

The furnace, the subsequent galvanizing zone, and the cooling tower.

CGL-Bulletin
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High-performance heating and cleaning process

New plant design with DFI
oxyfuel technology
What is DFI oxyfuel technology? It’s a process
used in hot-dip galvanizing lines, and it
involves burning gaseous fuel with pure oxygen. The flame is fired directly onto the moving steel strip. One of the main advantages of
oxyfuel technology is super-efficient heat
transfer that increases furnace productivity.
Furthermore, it cleans off residues of oil and
solid particles so the cleaning section can be
slimmed down.
A cooperation agreement has been in place
since October 2007 between SMS Siemag and
Linde AG for the exclusive marketing of a
process developed by Linde and marketed
under the names Rebox® and Rebox®-DFI.

Burner flames of the DFI Oxyfuel strip heating system.

Heat flux [kW/m2]
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
Airfuel

Oxyfuel

DFI oxyfuel

Comparison of heat transfer values for different burner technologies.

Diagram of the burner rows
(strip temperature: gray = 20 °C,
orange = 100-150 °C, yellow = 200-300 °C).
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Typical DFI system (stand-alone version) with 4
burner rows.

DFI oxyfuel technology

Test results

Let’s take a more in-depth look at DFI oxyfuel technology. The principle behind it is
that fuel gas (usually natural gas) is burned
with pure oxygen, and the resulting flame
fired directly onto the steel. Compared to
other processes, the method achieves a
very high heat transfer (see graph).

To test the heating and cleaning capacity
of the process in hot-dip galvanizing lines,
Linde and SMS Siemag teamed up in lab
experiments that consisted of heating sample plate and subsequently cooling it down
with nitrogen.

Not only does the new process promise to
increase the production capacity of a strip
processing line by up to 30 %, it also
comes with huge potential for saving money and resources. Furthermore, burning
gas with pure oxygen gives you the means
to reduce emissions such as nitrogen
oxides.
The flame temperature is higher than that
achieved by burning with air. The result?
Much more effective heating of the steel
strip, especially during the heating-up
phase in the front part of the furnace. A
greater heat transfer by a factor of up to 10
has been measured. That makes this
process ideal for boosting the production
of existing plants as well as for more efficient new plants.

They examined the material surfaces of
carbon steel strip with different degrees of
soiling to determine differences in the carbon and iron residues as well as in oxidation. Tests on material with normal contamination revealed no oil contamination
when the characteristic breakup temperature of the rolling emulsion was exceeded.
However, in trials with more severely contaminated material, slight iron residues
remained on the strip even at over 400 °C.
Under these conditions, some mechanical
pre-cleaning is still necessary. In both cases, direct firing completely burned away
the oil residues.

Test piece running into the lab plant.

Modified design
of hot-dip galvanizing lines
The faster heating and the cleaning function of DFI oxyfuel burners mean much
more compact hot-dip galvanizing lines are
possible. That’s because the cleaning
effect of the burners makes a shorter
cleaning section viable.
Not only the electrolytic phase, but also the
second brush cleaning phase of conventional cleaning systems are superfluous.
Among the benefits are lower investment
costs and palpable savings in operating
costs. When you use a DFI unit to pre-heat
strip in a radiant-tube furnace, you can dispense with the entire pre-heating zone and
one heating zone. This cuts the length of
the furnace by a total of 5 meters, which
leads to lower costs both during construction and operation.

Oxyfuel burners in a Drever furnace.

CGL-Bulletin
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Drever International optimizes annealing process

Furnace and line optimization using
mathematical model and advanced
transition management
The continuous galvannealing
line of ArcelorMittal in Sagunto, Spain was commissioned
in 1999 with a nominal capacity of 115 t/h of CQ material.
Recently, the furnace performance was increased by
installing extra burners in the
heating section.
However, more capacity was not the only
improvement. Drever International also
upgraded the mathematical model of the
furnace to increase line productivity.

Today’s demands on continuous galvannealing mean coil scheduling is a compromise between the different constraints,
and that affects production planning. Transitions become more frequent, and due to
multiple variable changes, they are also
more complex. It’s simply not possible to
adapt a mathematical model for continuous
control to one for solving thermal equations. One state-of-the-art model is an optimization system. Apart from internal mathematical model management tasks, the
final application includes the main functions: set point generator, capacity calculation, dynamic control, optimization.
Furnace.
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Transition
management.

Advanced transition
management
It’s well known that thermal processes are
slow with a high inertia, especially in vertical furnaces with radiant tubes for manufacturing automotive parts. Vital here is
managing the process behavior to achieve
perfect furnace control during coil changes.
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That’s where the mathematical model
comes in. It calculates and manages the
transitions, taking into account all the significant variables. These include width,
thickness, target heat, limits etc. The aim
is constant maximum production quantity.
To control the furnace and the line itself,
the system traces the optimal routes.
When calculating the transitions, it fore-

casts process behavior. Equally significant
here is Movis®, a dedicated HMI interface
that guarantees operation transparency.
One of the chief benefits of this combination of mathematical model, dynamic control, and Movis® interface is that it informs
the operator about future events. Using this
information, he can plan ahead correctly.

Galvannealed coils at ArcelorMittal.

The furnace section in Sagunto.

Accuracy of the model

Acceptance by operating
personnel

The model has to manage several transitions, so delivering accurate set points is
crucial. That’s where the integrated learning system comes in. It works at top precision, ensuring that the deviation from the
target temperature in steady state is a maximum 1.4 °C.

Implementing the new mathematical model
naturally changes work routines. To speed
up thermal behavior, the transitions are triggered in advance, and the line is driven automatically. The furnace control model manages production by up to 99.4 %.

Transition management

Productivity

Here’s how the program reacts to the operative situation: It responds to changing strip
dimensions with a heat sequence optimized for the different material quantities
in the furnace. Similarly, it constantly
adjusts the speed. The system also
improves the annealing quality of wide
materials under high load.

Monitored by a latest-generation model
and skilled operating personnel, the
process behavior is then analyzed to identify potential productivity gains. The Sagunto works has applied this critical optimization program and substantially increased its
productivity. As a result of the revamp, production increased by 10.8 %, with the
mathematical model contributing 4.2 % to
the productivity growth.

The bottom line
The outcome of the upgrade at ArcelorMittal in Sagunto? A productivity boost larger
than achieved by the nominal capacity
expansion alone. The contribution of the
cutting-edge mathematical model to this
improvement is evident. Furthermore, various analyses show that the line always
produces the required strip quality despite
the considerable constraints in the coil
schedule.

CGL-Bulletin
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Coating control, ceramic bearing shell, laser gap measuring, contact-free strip edge control, nozzle gap closing

Optimization of the air knife system
boosts quality and productivity
It’s 40 years since Fontaine Engineering
(FOEN) built its first air knives for hot-dip galvanizing lines. Ever since, our group company
has constantly improved its systems in line
with customer requirements, as well as in the
interests of sustainable, eco-friendly production. This involved optimizing individual components and developing new plant parts that
increase product quality and productivity.
Equally important, new designs cut the consumption of zinc, energy, and skimming medium. We’d like to present some of these developments below. They can be built into new air
knife systems, or retrofitted into existing lines.

MBC controller –
mathematical model for coating control
FOEN has developed a new mathematical model for achieving optimal coating weight values. Our MBC (Model-Based Control) system minimizes the time it takes the operator to adjust the parameters and control the air knife. He simply enters the coating
thickness, the strip spacing, or the strip speed, and the model
instantly adjusts the height of the nozzles, the pressure, and the
distance between the nozzles and the strip. And that’s not all. You
can chose any layer thickness measuring device you like because
interfaces are available to all the major makes.

Ceramic bearing shell of the sink roll
A newly-developed ceramic alloy extends the lifetime of the bearing shell for the sink roll several times over. Consequently, it also
slashes stoppage time for maintenance. It’s hard to believe, but in
the hot-dip galvanizing line of a European customer, the new type
of ceramic shell was in service for more than a year before it had to
be replaced. This development not only increases the service life of
the bearing shell, but also reduces wear on the bushings.
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Pre-assembly of the plant for hot-dip galvanizing line 5 at Voest.

Laser gap measurement
Fontaine tested the first laser gap measuring system at Thyssen
Krupp in Duisburg some 15 years ago. Today, the industry
demands a new generation of measuring systems that enable
faster, more precise results. Now, FOEN supplies modern laser
technology for automatic measurement of the gap between the
air knife and the strip. Exhaustive tests have shown that the lasers
used here are tough enough to work reliably and durably even in
the harsh conditions of a hot-dip galvanizing line. You can connect
the system to the correction rolls for automatic control of the crossbow as the strip passes through the air knives.

FOEN air knife in action.

Contact-free strip edge control

Nozzle gap closure

As a rule, air knife systems feature rolls that detect the strip position by contact. According to this information, the baffle plates at
the sides are positioned to ensure even coating of the strip edges.
Now FOEN has developed a new mechanism with innovative sensor technology that determines the strip edge position without contact. It then automatically and accurately adjusts the baffle plates.
For safety reasons, the conventional rolls are still installed in the
plant. However, they’re only there to protect the hardware, and no
longer touch the strip. This means the strip edges are coated much
more precisely and smoothly.

Another system developed by FOEN automatically closes the nozzles at the sides when narrow strip passes through. As soon as
smaller strip widths are produced, the openings no longer needed
at the air knife sides close. No skimming agent is wasted where
there is no strip. The system is fully automated. So far, experience
in production indicates that it is possible to save up to 55 % nitrogen or air, depending on the strip width and nozzle openings.
What’s more, on average 40 to 60 % less slag forms on the bath
surface.

CGL-Bulletin
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New equipment for the aluminum dip coating plant at ThyssenKrupp Finnentrop

Air knife system for aluminizing strip
Cooperating closely with DUMA GmbH, ThyssenKrupp in early 2008 modernized its hot-dip coating line No. 3 in Finnentrop.
The aim of the revamp was to expand the production range to
cover not only galvanized, but also aluminized hot and cold
strip – strip coated with aluminum. This material is chiefly used
by the automotive industry for high-quality safety parts. So far,
the production results since the revamp exceed all expectations.
What makes aluminizing critical for all plant parts near the melting bath is the high bath temperature. And that’s certainly hot – the DUMA air knives have to withstand ambient temperatures of some 700 °C, while guaranteeing a high coating standard. To meet these
demands, the aluminizing knife is made of special steel. It not only features best technology for galvanizing, but also has its own thermal insulation design with extra cooling of the
electrically controlled functions. DUMA also supplied the furnace snout.

Special features of DUMA
aluminizing knives
As already mentioned, it’s important to protect the equipment – above all sensitive
electronic parts – from the extreme temperatures of something like 700 °C directly
above the aluminum pot. That’s why the
entire knife body is made of thermally
resistant steel, and insulated shields deflect
the radiant heat from the aluminum strip.
To avoid direct heat transfer, the electronic
components are not in contact with the
steel parts. Moreover, the absolute
encoders come with an air-cooled housing,
and all motors have an air shower. The
motors and encoders are protected in an
insulated housing where the cooling air
absorbs the residual heat and releases it
into the ambient air. Each cooling point has
its own air choke for regulation. There’s a
cable channel that carries the cooling lines,
which give it extra protection against overheating. Here again, special insulation
deflects the radiation heat.

Automatic gap adjustment
and strip width setting
Particularly convenient are the automatic
settings for three different knife gap
heights. The gap height is set during operation from the control panel to suit the
coating weight. No knife changes are necessary to alter the gap size. Furthermore,
there is a clamping system between the
upper and lower knife lip that guarantees
an absolutely constant knife gap at regular
intervals across the entire gap length during operation.

Air knife for hot aluminum dip coating in Finnentrop in action.
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There’s an ingenious system for adjusting
the knife to the strip width. The knife gap is
narrowed or widened externally by two
motor-driven steel bands inside the knife
so that the skimming medium is only
released across the actual width of the strip
in production. This means less skimming
medium, less noise, and no splashing.

Radial controller
A radial controller is integrated in the air
knife. It consists of two tubes inserted one
inside the other with radial slots at fixed
intervals along their entire length. A servo
motor turns the inner tube to widen or narrow the slots depending on the direction of
rotation. It’s the setting of the radial controller and the fan speed that regulate the
skimming pressure and air quantity. This
direct control reduces the regulation time
for new target skimming pressures. And
there’s more: optimal constant pressure
behind the radial controller, best possible
pressure distribution along the entire knife
gap length, and the scope to set small knife
pressures down to 20 mbar.

Furnace snout for aluminizing.

Before the end pieces are changed, the
sluice is closed to preserve the furnace
atmosphere. When a sink roller with a
smaller diameter is used, or operated vertically or horizontally, the furnace snout
swivels to follow the strip movement.

Furnace snout
Also supplied by DUMA, the 3-part furnace
snout is mounted with swivel action on the
furnace exit. To accommodate this movement, the top part consists of expansion
joints and other joints. The middle section
is in the form of a sluice with a flange at
the bottom. Depending on the production
process, the end piece for galvanizing or
aluminizing is bolted to this flange.

Air knife in the workshop.
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The DEMCO system from Fontaine Engineering in cooperation with SMS Siemag

Contact-free electromagnetic strip stabilization
for galvanizing lines
The problem with conventional strip galvanizing lines? They use more zinc than necessary.
It’s easy to explain why. The strip wobbles, so
extra zinc must be applied to guarantee minimum thickness over the entire surface. If the
strip is stabilized, the zinc quantity can be set
more accurately. That saves zinc and cuts production costs for high-quality galvanized steel
strip. Another bonus of the more stable strip is
that the line can run faster. Moreover, there
are fewer surface faults caused by contact
between the strip and the air knife.

Dynamic Electro Magnetic Coating
Optimizer

5-magnet strip stabilization in action.

Closely cooperating with Fontaine Engineering and SMS Elotherm,
SMS Siemag has developed its DEMCO system for electromagnetic strip stabilization to be used with FOEN air knives in galvanizing lines (DEMCO – Dynamic Electro Magnetic Coating Optimizer). The first of these systems has been successfully in
operation in the HYSCO galvanizing line in Korea since April 2007.
Meanwhile, a second system has been tested in production at
Wuppermann in the Netherlands. Further lines are currently being
installed at TKS and MMK.

Stable strip behavior
Strip stabilization on FOEN air knife system in the assembly hall.

Here’s how it works. Several electromagnets and inductive sensors are arranged in pairs at the front and back of the strip above
the air knife system. Without any contact, they measure and correct the position of the strip across its entire width. That applies to
movements orthogonal to the longitudinal axis of the strip (oscillations) as well as strip deviations across the width (e.g. crossbows).
Strip oscillations of under 15 Hz are significantly dampened, especially in the 0.5 to 5 Hz frequency range. This is where coating is
normally difficult to control, and where the DEMCO system really
comes into its own.

5-magnet strip stabilizing with 3-magnet setting for narrow strip.
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Fast control
The electromagnets are fitted above the air knife on both sides of
the strip at the same height. The outer magnet pairs can be moved
parallel to the strip width. There is a mechanical connection
between the strip stabilization and the air knife systems which controls the knife movements. A measuring system is installed underneath the magnets for constant, contact-free measuring of the gap
between the knife and the strip. As the strip position is determined
by a sensor, it is continuously compared with the target position in
a rapid control loop with a reaction time of 1-2 msec.
Modular design
Array for strip widths under 1,300 mm.

You benefit from the modular design of the DEMCO system that
offers three or five magnet pairs depending on your requirements
and the strip widths you want to galvanize. The two outer magnet
pairs are always positioned exactly on the strip edges, and the middle pair is aligned with the strip center. That guarantees optimal
crossbow correction. It’s possible to retrofit the strip stabilization
system into almost all FOEN air knives. Any existing galvanizing
line with a FOEN air knife system can easily be upgraded with a
DEMCO strip stabilizing system. According to experience and due
to the inter-compatibility of the systems, very good results can be
expected.

High zinc savings
Just how high the zinc savings are when you use DEMCO
depends on the strip width and speed as well as the coating thickness. On average, the system achieves savings of between 1 and
2 g/m² of zinc per strip side. Assuming an average strip width of
1,500 mm and an average speed of 160 m/min, a saving of 1 g/m²
zinc per strip side means you use at least 28 kg less zinc per hour.
Now let’s assume a production time of 6,500 h per year. That
converts into a total of more than 185 t of zinc saved. Depending
on the zinc price – which has fluctuated between 900 and
3.500 €/t over the past five years – the strip stabilizing system
can cut your costs by € 160,000 to € 650,000 per year. If you
save 2 g/m² per strip side, you could be looking at savings of
€ 330,000 to over € 1,000,000. As you can see, the system pays
for itself within a very short time.

Array for strip widths of more than 1,300 mm.

Array for strip widths of up to 2,110 mm.
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Passivating, phosphating and anti-fingerprint coating

Roll coater for efficient surface
treatment
Usually, galvanized strip is post-treated to protect the zinc coating from white rust. Ideal for
this purpose is the roll coater from SMS
Siemag. It passivates, phosphates, or applies
an anti-fingerprint coating to the strip. What
makes the process stand out are its high efficiency and eco-friendliness. That’s because
you can set the coating thickness extremely
precisely and reliably.

Surface treatment
The two pairs of rollers are arranged at different heights.

As mentioned above, you can use the roll coater to passivate or
phosphate the strip, or to seal it with an anti-fingerprint coating.
You choose the type of coating your customers want. Passivation
protects the surface from corrosion temporarily – during storage
and transport. There are passivation solutions containing Cr(III), or
chrome-free versions often based on titanium or zirconium. Solutions used in the past containing Cr(VI) are now known to be carcinogenic and are banned. Phosphating not only protects the surface, but also improves the adhesion and protective effect of
coatings applied by the processing company. Finally, sealing with
anti-fingerprint coating on an acrylic basis prevents white rust
caused by moisture, and finger prints.

Roll coater
The vertical roll coater coats the strip evenly on both sides. For different coating types, the coaters come with separate circulation
systems. The coatings are applied to each side by a roll pair consisting of a pick-up roll and an applicator roll. Here’s how the device
works: the pick-up roll takes up solution from the trough which is
continually filled from a tank. It then transfers the solution onto the
rubber surface of the applicator roll. Finally, the applicator roll
deposits the solution evenly onto the strip.

A roll coater in a hot-dip galvanizing line.
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The pick-up rolls take up the solution from the trough and transfer
it to the applicator roll.

Coat thickness
Depending on the coat thickness required, the chemical to be
applied is diluted with demineralized water to the right concentration. The applicator rolls apply 3 to 8 ml/m² of this solution to
each strip side. When dry, the coatings are between 10 and
50 mg/m² (passivation) and between 0.5 and 2 g/m² (anti-fingerprint) thick. A motor system holds both rolls in an optimal position
for even coating. There is also a controlled electric drive unit that
ensures the rolls turn in unison. Here, the speed and direction of
rotation are adjusted according to the strip speed and desired coat
thickness.

Drying
The coated strip travels on vertically upward, where it is dried with
hot air, then cooled with cold air. During the approx. 2-second drying process, the strip must reach a target temperature of at least
60 °C for passivation, or at least 80 °C for phosphating and anti-fingerprint coating. This peak metal temperature (PMT) is necessary
in the entire strip.

Spray passivation
There’s a simpler process called spray passivation for less-demanding qualities, and the equipment for it is also available from SMS
Siemag. Here’s how it works: The strip runs horizontally while
spray beams above and below it apply the solution. Then it passes
through squeeze rolls and on into a horizontal drying section.
Because the coating thickness and evenness can only be set
roughly – especially on the underside – the process is only suitable
for basic grades. Furthermore, the consumption of solution is higher. Some of the solution runs back into the system to form sludge,
making it necessary to clean the tank more frequently.

Strip dryer downstream of the roll coater.
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Worldwide more than 50 plants
from SMS Siemag …
All around the globe, SMS Siemag has supplied and erected more
than 50 strip galvanizing lines for many of the world’s leading steel
producers. We’ve gained experience in 20 countries on five continents with over 30 customers. Even so, each plant was designed,
built, erected, and commissioned in line with customer wishes.
When we design our plants, we always take into account both the
situation on the ground as well as the national culture. Right at the
center of our planning however is the product you ultimately want
to sell. After all, one galvanizing line can be very different to another galvanizing line.

… on 5 continents
for more than 30 customers
Read on to find out about some of our plants with their special features, complete with technical data.
n Severstal Columbus: On a greenfield site in the US state of
Mississippi, we erected an all-inclusive cold strip mill complete
with all the necessary process stages for automotive grades.
n MMK: Currently under construction in the new cold strip complex: a hot-dip galvanizing line and a combined galvanizing and
annealing line.
n Wisco: The cold rolling mill is being extended by three hot-dip
galvanizing lines.
n Salzgitter: Modern hot-dip galvanizing at the tradition-rich
steel production location Salzgitter.
n Wuppermann, Galva Sud, CSN, ThyssenKrupp Steel
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The hot-dip galvanizing line in the new
Severstal Columbus cold strip mill
Building on a greenfield site in Mississippi,
Severstal Columbus has erected a new cold
strip mill complete with all the process stages
for automotive grades. Its location makes it
particularly attractive to the international
automotive producers in the up-and-coming
South of the USA, as well as a whole raft of
recently arrived manufacturers who also want
to buy high-quality steel strip. Integrated in
the complex are a steel mill, a CSP® plant, a
pickling tandem mill, and a skin-passing mill
from SMS Siemag.
To meet sophisticated customer demands, the
facility also includes an SMS Siemag hot-dip
galvanizing line. It’s been on-stream since early 2008, producing CSP® material for automotive body parts and much more. Severstal
ordered a second hot-dip galvanizing line at
the beginning of 2008, so it will soon have the
capacity for even more galvanized steel strip.

Strip entering the cleaning stage.

Severstal Columbus
What prompted the founding of Severstal Columbus was the idea
of building an all-inclusive works for cold strip in the emerging
industrial area of the southern states that would supply the nearby
factories with steel. In September 2005, after careful planning, the
contract was signed with SMS Siemag for supply of the plants. As
early as October 28, 2005, the foundation stone was laid in Columbus, Mississippi, and construction work started. Progress was so
fast that in June 2007 – just 22 months later – the first plant parts
were successfully commissioned. Severstal Columbus belongs to
Russian steel manufacturer OAO Severstal, one of the world’s
largest steel companies with a total production volume of 17.5 million t in 2008.

Hot-dip galvanizing line

Coil transport and strip entry section.
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Assembly of the first hot-dip galvanizing line started in September
2006. Then, in November 2007, the almost 300-meter line was
commissioned. The plant can contain more than 1,000 meters of
strip at one time. It’s been in production since early 2008. Vital data
for the process control comes from a lab that continuously moni-

Entry looper.
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Entry strip looper and Drever furnace.

tors the weight of the coating, the zinc adhesion, the strip hardness, the surface roughness, and the chemical composition of
the zinc. And that’s not all, because the hot-dip galvanizing line at
Severstal Columbus also features its own warehouse with dispatch
station including two packing machines integrated in the process.
The warehouse has a capacity of 30,000 t and boasts five cranes
and three stackers.

Plant components
The entry area features two payoff coilers and one welding
machine. Next in line is a cleaning section with spray cleaning, electrolytic cleaning, and brush cleaning, and finally air drying. A vertical
strip looper with a holding capacity of almost 300 meters makes
sure the strip runs continuously through the subsequent process
section.

Optical strip inspection.

Technical data
Width:
Thickness:
Capacity:
Entry speed:
Process speed:
Exit speed:
Material:
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900 to 1,850 mm
0.28 to 1.4 mm
400,000 t/a
220 m/min
150 m/min
220 m/min
CQ, DQ, DDQ, EDDQ,
SEDDQ, HSS-CQ, HSS-DQ,
HSS-DDQ, BH, DP GA & GI

Exit looper downstream of Drever furnace and skin-passing mill.

Strip coiler and coil store.

120 tubes in the radiant-tube furnace efficiently anneal the strip.
After this annealing phase at approx. 850 °C, the strip is cooled
down to the zinc bath temperature of about 460 °C. The furnace
operates with an S-roll aggregate to control the strip tension as it
passes through the zinc pot, containing close to 245 t of molten
zinc. Then a FOEN air knife system skims the zinc off to achieve
the required coat thickness. The line is also equipped with an integrated induction furnace complete with electrically-heated warming
furnace that joins the process when galvannealed steel is required.
Finally, the zinc coating hardens in the Drever cooling tower with air
zones and water cooling.

There’s also the option of post-treatment in a skin-passing mill and
tension leveler for special shaping and properties. Furthermore, the
line includes units for passivating strip surfaces. Near the exit is
another vertical looper that can hold more than 400 meters and
take up the slack for more than 2 minutes. As it comes from the
exit looper, the strip is inspected optically on both sides, horizontally
and vertically, to make sure the surface is perfect. The electrostatic oiling machine can apply one of a range of oils to the strip before
it’s cut and rolled into coils.

Control room looking onto
the galvanized strip.
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Feuerverzinkung und kombinierte Feuerverzinkung und Kontiglühe für MMK
Das russische Stahlunternehmen MMK (Magnitogorsker Metallurgisches Kombinat) hat
SMS Siemag mit der Lieferung eines Kaltbandkomplexes mit verschiedenen Bandbehandlungsanlagen beauftragt. Generaldirektor
Viktor Rashnikov von MMK und Heinrich
Weiss, Vorsitzender der Geschäftsführung der
SMS group, unterzeichneten den Vertrag am
13. Juli 2007 im Rahmen einer Feier zum „Tag
des Metallurgen“. Die Bandbehandlungslinien
bestehen aus einer Feuerverzinkungslinie
sowie einer kombinierten Feuerverzinkungsund Kontiglühlinie. Hervorzuheben ist das große Materialspektrum von weichen bis hochfesten Güten, die zu verzinktem Band mit GIund GA-Qualität verarbeitet werden.

MMK
MMK ist einer der führenden Stahlhersteller Russlands und baut mit
dieser Investition seine Produktion von hochwertigem kaltgewaltzem und verzinktem Band in Magnitogorsk im Südural aus. Es soll vor
allem für die Herstellung von Automobilblechen und Kfz-Innenteilen
sowie in der Hausgeräte- und Bauindustrie eingesetzt werden. Der
Auftrag umfasst die Lieferung aller mechanischen Komponenten und
der gesamten Elektrik und Automation.
Kaltbandkomplex
Die Warmbunde, die im neuen Kaltbandkomplex verarbeitet werden, werden auf den beiden Warmbandstraßen von MMK produziert. Die Kaltwalzstufe besteht aus einer gekoppelten Beiz-/Tandemstraße mit einer Jahreskapazität von ca. 2 Mio. t. Das gebeizte
Warmband wird dann der 5-gerüstigen Quarto-Tandemstraße zugeführt und auf Enddicken von 0,3 bis 3 mm ausgewalzt. Mit hohen
Antriebsleistungen und einer Walzkraft von 35 MN je Gerüst ist die
Anlage die stärkste gekoppelte Beiz-/ Tandemstraße weltweit.

ßend werden die Bänder in einer Vor- und Hauptreinigung entfettet
und gereinigt, anschließend geglüht und verzinkt. Der Drever-Ofen
hat eine Kapazität von 107 t/h bei der Produktion von GI-Stahlbändern und 100 t/h bei der Produktion von GA-Qualitäten. Der Verzinkungsbereich verfügt über zwei Zinkpottsysteme mit je 2 x 550 KW
und einer Schmelzrate von 8,5 t/h. Die Zinkpötte können über eine
Hub- und Verschiebeeinrichtung gewechselt werden. In einem
anschließenden optional einsetzbaren Induktionsofen können GA Qualitäten für die Automobilindustrie produziert werden. Im Auslauf
der Anlage sind ein 4-high Dressiergerüst mit Arbeitswalzenbiegung
sowie eine Nachbehandlung mit dreifachem Kreislaufsystem für
chromhaltige, chromfreie und phosphathaltige Produkte installiert.
Kombinierte Feuerverzinkungs- und Glühlinie

Feuerverzinkungslinie
450.000 t, also rund 20% des kaltgewalzten Bandes, werden dann
in der Feuerverzinkungsanlage verarbeitet. Die Anlage verfügt über
einen doppelten Einlauf und eine Laserschweißmaschine. Anschlie-
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Weitere 30% des kaltgewalzten Bandes, also 650.000 t, werden in
einer Kontiglühe weiterverarbeitet. Diese Kontiglühe kann sowohl
glühen (400.000 t/a, bei max. 300 m/min) als auch glühen und verzinken (250.000 t/a bei max. 180 m/min). Die Anlage verfügt über

Grafik der beiden Verzinkungslinien, die von
SMS Siemag im neuen Kaltbandkomplex von
MMK in Magnitogorsk errichtet werden.
Grafik des neuen MMK-Kaltbandkomplexes mit
den Bandbehandlungsanlagen (Feuerverzinkungslinien, kombinierte Feuerverzinkung und Glühlinie, Beiz-/Tandemstraße, Umwickel- und Inspektionseinheit).

einen doppelten Einlauf mit Laserschweißmaschine sowie Vor- und
Hauptreinigung. Der Verzinkungsbereich beinhaltet einen Zinkpott
mit 2 x 550 KW Induktoren, Hubvorrichtung und Fontaine Abstreifdüsensystem. Wie bei der CGL befinden sich im Auslauf der Anlage ein 4-high Dressiergerüst sowie eine Nachbehandlung mit dreifach Kreislaufsystem.
Elektrik und Automation
Bei dieser Anlage wird die Elektrik und Automation von SMS Siemag aus einer Hand geliefert. Die komplette Automatisierung wird
vorab in unseren Testfeldern aufgebaut und nach dem Plug &
Work-Konzept getestet. Plug & Work simuliert den Produktionsablauf und erlaubt es, die Automatisierungsfunktionen vor der
Installation im Werk unter realistischen Bedingungen zu testen und
zu optimieren.

Technische Daten Feuerverzinkung:
Breite: 850 bis 1.880 mm / Dicke: 0,3 bis 3,0 mm
Kapazität: 450.000 t/a
Einlaufgeschwindigkeit: 250 m/min
Prozessgeschwindigkeit: 200 m/min
Auslaufgeschwindigkeit: 250 m/min
Material: GI, GA / CQ, DDQ, EDDQ, HSLA, BH, DP, TRIP,
CP, weiße Ware, Automobilqualität 05
Technische Daten Feuerverzinkung/Kontiglühe:
Breite: 850 bis 1.880 mm / Dicke: 0,3 bis 3,0 mm
Kapazität: 650.000 t/a (400.000 t/a geglüht & 250.000 t/a
geglüht und verzinkt)
Einlaufgeschwindigkeit: 475 m/min
Prozessgeschwindigkeit: 300 m/min
Auslaufgeschwindigkeit: 475 m/min
Material: GI, GA / CQ, DDQ, EDDQ, HSLA, BH, DP, TRIP,
CP, weiße Ware, Automobilqualität 05
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Three hot-dip galvanizing
lines for WISCO
Also very successful in China, SMS Siemag has erected three
hot-dip galvanizing lines for Wuhan Iron and Steel Group
Corporation (WISCO). These lines have a combined annual
capacity of 1.24 million t, and the ability to produce all common
steel grades. Most of the galvanized strip goes to the automotive industry for outer and inner panels. Other applications are
steel for the white goods and construction industries. Teaming
up with SMS Siemag, Wisco is expanding its cold strip complex with the hot-dip galvanizing lines, a pickling/tandem mill,
and a continuous annealing line. All this is downstream of a
hot strip mill also supplied by SMS Siemag. Wisco is one of the
world’s largest steel producers, with a capacity of almost
30 million t/a.

FOEN air knife system.

April 2004
Wisco had ordered a pickling/tandem mill from SMS Siemag in
September 2003, when it placed a new order on April 1, 2004. The
two hot-dip galvanizing lines are part of Wisco’s expansion plans for
its cold rolling complex in Wuhan in central China. Hot-dip galvanizing line No. 1 will process strip between 1,000 and 2,080 mm,
while No. 2 is designed for strip widths of 800 to 1,650 mm and an
annual capacity of 405,000 t. Furthermore, SMS Siemag is supplying a continuous annealing line with a production capacity of
1 million t/a.
May 2004
Then there was a follow-up when Wisco ordered another hot-dip
galvanizing line from SMS Siemag on May 17, 2004. This No. 3
line is dimensioned for a further 360,000 t/a. The three lines differ
in a few details, but essentially they consist of the same plant components. Also included in the scope of supply are coil lifters in the
entry and exit areas, welding machines, interim loopers for high
production rates, cleaning sections, vessel changing systems for
various grades with SMS Siemag zinc pot lifting devices for fast,
safe product changeovers. Further elements are the galvanizing
section with FOEN air knife systems, skin-passing mills with highpressure cleaning, tension levelers with direct drives, roll coaters,
ASC trimming shears, DUMA oiling machines, and a flying shear in
the exit area, as well as coiling devices.
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Drever will supply the furnaces for all three lines. They provide a
preliminary zone that pre-heats the strip to a temperature of
between 140 and 180 °C. To improve efficiency, heat is recovered
from the waste gas in the heating zone and recycled in the earlier
phase. Then, in the heating zone, recrystallization annealing at 700
to 800 °C takes place, followed by a controlled cooling section
where the strip is cooled down to the zinc bath temperature.
August 2006 and October 2006
On August 20 and 25, 2006, hot-dip galvanizing lines 2 and 3 each
processed their first coil. Wisco uses line No. 2 for coating material with pure zinc or a zinc/aluminum alloy (Galfan). Line No. 3 coats
strip with zinc or an aluminum/zinc alloy (55 % aluminum, 43.4 %
zinc, 1.6 % silicon). Just a few months later, on October 1, line
No. 1 successfully processed its first coil. This line coats strip exclusively with zinc. There is also the option of annealing the liquid zinc
in a downstream induction furnace so that some of the iron diffuses into the zinc (galvannealing).
November 2007 and September 2008
In September 2008, WISCO signed the final acceptances for continuous hot-dip galvanizing lines No. 1 and No. 3. Line No. 2 was
approved in November 2007.
Now Wisco produces a total of more than 1,000,000 t/a of highquality surface-treated strip for the automotive industry and others, including the white goods and construction industries.

Technical data:
Hot-dip galvanizing line No. 1

Technical data:
Hot-dip galvanizing line No. 2

Technical data:
Hot-dip galvanizing line No. 3

Width:
Thickness:
Capacity:
Entry speed:
Process speed:

Width:
Thickness:
Capacity:
Entry speed:
Process speed:
Exit speed:
Material:

Width:
Thickness:
Capacity:
Entry speed:
Process speed:
Exit speed:
Material:

Exit speed:
Material:

1,000 to 2,080 mm
0.4 to 2.5 mm
475,000 t/a
260 m/min
200 m/min (GI)
140 m/min (GA)
290 m/min
CQ, DQ, DDQ, EDDQ,
SEDDQ, HSS-CQ,
HSS-DQ, HSS-DDQ,
BH, DP GA & GI

800 to 1,650 mm
0.2 to 1.6 mm
405,000 t/a
240 m/min
200 m/min (GI)
270 m/min
CQ, DQ, DDQ, EDDQ,
SEDDQ, HSS-CQ,
HSS-DQ, HSS-DDQ,
BH, DP GA & GI

800 to 1,650 mm
0.2 to 1.6 mm
360,000 t/a
240 m/min
200 m/min (GI)
270 m/min
CQ, DQ, DDQ, EDDQ,
SEDDQ, HSS-CQ,
HSS-DQ, HSS-DDQ,
BH, DP GA & GI

Strip accumulator.

Entry area.

Furnace.
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Modern hot-dip galvanizing at
tradition-rich steel location Salzgitter
There’s been a thriving mining and metallurgy industry in
Salzgitter, Germany, for generations. So the hot-dip galvanizing
line for top surface qualities erected there by SMS Siemag in
June 2001 can be seen as part of this tradition. SMS Siemag
built the plant for Salzgitter AG, a manufacturer of premium
special and branded steels and one of Europe’s leading steel
technology companies. The plant was designed from the start
to meet future requirements. Ever stronger, ever thinner – strip
for the latest autos has to save weight. That’s why the plant
also produces materials with properties tailored to the automotive industry, such as isotropic and multiphase steels.

Entry section

Galvanizing

Everything in the entry section is dedicated
to continuous strip infeed: two uncoilers,
two pre-levelers, and a strip welding
machine. Next in line is an alkaline strip
cleaning stage that removes rolling emulsion and iron dust left over from the cold
rolling process. Normally, these discontinuously operating units would interrupt the
smooth flow of the strip in the entry section. However, a strip looper bridges the
gaps. The modern design of the plant with
a center console and pre-assembled component groups saves a considerable
amount of money.

First, the strip is recrystallized in an annealing furnace, then cooled down to the zinc
bath temperature. Coating is in a zinc pot
with a volume capacity of some 240 t of
liquid zinc. Extremely critical, the galvanizing process itself is largely automated. A
three-roll system makes sure the strip runs
steadily through the molten zinc. The surface of the zinc bath also barely moves,
minimizing slag particles. As the strip
emerges from the bath, air knives blow
nitrogen onto it from both sides, leaving
exactly the right thickness of zinc. Top precision is essential here to meet strict quality demands. Finally, an air and water cooling section in a 60-meter-high cooling
tower reduces the strip temperature.

Strip looper and furnace.

Strip looper with center console.
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Technical data:
Width:
800 to 1,880 mm
Thickness:
0.35 to 2.0 mm
Capacity:
350,000 t/a
Entry speed:
200 m/min
Process speed: 150 m/min
Exit speed:
210 m/min
Material:
CQ, DQ, DDQ, DDQAIK, EPPQ-IF, BH, DP,
TRIP, isotropic steel,
multiphase steel

After winding, the coils are further transported and wrapped.

Zinc bar charging.

Post-treatment

Exit section

There’s a choice of either 450 or 650 mm
rolls for skin-passing. The advantage? You
can use a roll exactly suited to the strip
properties for best shaping and molding
results.

Once again, a looper in center-consol
design keeps the strip moving continuously through the exit section. A double-headed trimming shear cuts the strip evenly to
the width specified by your customer. Production carries on even when the blades in
the ASC trimming shear need changing,
because the changeover takes place in an
instant alongside the line. Moving on, a flying crank shear cuts the strip into lengths or
cuts out the weld seams and any coarse
pieces. Also fully integrated in the line, an
electrostatic oiling machine applies oil to
the strip. Finally, the processed strip is
wound in the coiling station into perfect
coils. Different internal diameters are possible with the help of a tube feed regulator.

Only then can you meet automotive industry specifications for surface structure. It’s
important to preserve the structure of the
rolls as long as possible, so they’re continuously cleaned with pressurized water.
Eventually, rolls have to be changed anyway, and this is where a special pusher
process comes in. It does the job in less
than 90 s. An upstream interim looper
bridges the roll-change time. Next up is a
stretch-bending machine that deflects the
strip under high tension. Defined shaping
processes turn the strip into perfectly flat
material with even properties from edge to
edge and from start to finish. Subsequent
chrome coating sprays on an extra passivating coat that stops white rust forming
on the strip surface.

ASC double-headed trimming shear.

Galvanizing with FOEN air knife.
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References
Wuppermann Staal,
Mordijk, Netherlands
Products:

Construction and furniture industry,
automobile inner parts
Strip width:
750 - 1,550 mm
Strip thickness: 0.8 - 3.0 mm
Entry speed:
200 m/min
Process speed: 125 m/min
Exit speed:
200 m/min
Annual capacity: 500,000 t

Galva Sud S.A.,
Rio de Janeiro,
Porto Real, Brazil
Products:
Strip width:
Strip thickness:
Entry speed:
Process speed:
Exit speed:
Annual capacity:
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Automotive grades, white goods
900 - 1,850 mm
0.4 - 1.6 mm
200 m/min
150 m/min
210 m/min
350,000 t

CGL-Bulletin

CSN – Imsa Acos Revestidos S.A., Brazil
Products:
Strip width:
Strip thickness:
Entry speed:
Process speed:
Exit speed:
Annual capacity:

Automotive grades,
white goods
700 - 1,600 mm
0.25 - 1.55 mm
225 m/min
183 m/min
225 m/min
330,000 t

ThyssenKrupp, Alabama, USA
Automotive grades
920 - 1,870 mm
0.5 - 2.3 mm
260 m/min
180 m/min
260 m/min
475,000 t

CGL No. 3
Products:
Strip width:
Strip thickness:
Entry speed:
Process speed:
Exit speed:
Annual capacity:

Automotive grades
800 - 1,670 mm
0.5 - 2.5 mm
260 m/min
180 m/min
260 m/min
515,000 t

CGL No. 2 (CAL-CGL)
Products:
Automotive grades
Strip width:
920 - 1,870 mm
Strip thickness: 0.5 - 2.3 mm
Entry speed:
300 m/min
Process speed: 220 m/min
Exit speed:
300 m/min
Annual capacity: 565,000 t

CGL No. 4
Products:
Strip width:
Strip thickness:
Entry speed:
Process speed:
Exit speed:
Annual capacity:

White goods
800 - 1,670 mm
0.3 - 2.0 mm
260 m/min
180 m/min
260 m/min
545,000 t

CGL No. 1
Products:
Strip width:
Strip thickness:
Entry speed:
Process speed:
Exit speed:
Annual capacity:

CGL-Bulletin
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Strip dimensions
Year of
contract
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Customer

Plants

Width
mm

Thickness
mm

Process
speed
m/min

2008

Ilva Cornigliano,
Cornigliano/Italy

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for white goods and automotive qualities

800 - 1650

0.25 - 1.6

180

2007

Severstal Columbus,
Columbus/USA

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for white goods and design (horizontal furnace)

900 - 1850

0.53 - 2.52

152

2007

ThyssenKrupp,
Alabama/USA

Continuous galvanizing line
for automotive qualities

920 - 1870

0.5 - 2.3

180

2007

ThyssenKrupp,
Alabama/USA

Continuous galvanizing line - Continuous annealing line
for automotive qualities

920 - 1870

0.5 - 2.3

220

2007

ThyssenKrupp,
Alabama/USA

Continuous galvanizing line
for automotive qualities

800 - 1670

0.5 - 2.5

180

2007

ThyssenKrupp,
Alabama/USA

Continuous galvanizing line
for white goods

800 - 1670

0.3 - 2.0

180

2007

MMK,
Magnitogorsk/Russia

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for automotive qualities, construction and white goods

850 - 1880

0.3 - 3.0

200

2007

MMK,
Magnitogorsk/Russia

Combined continuous annealing-/Hot-dip galvanizing line
for automotive qualities

850 - 1880

0.3 - 3.0

200

2006

Nucor Steel,
Decatur/USA

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for automotive qualities and white goods

900 - 1830

0.38 - 2.0

200

2006

Ilva Cornigliano,
Cornigliano/Italy

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for white goods

800 - 1650

0.25 - 1.6

180

2006

Ilva Taranto,
Taranto/Italy

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for white goods and design (horizontal furnace)

800 - 1650

0.7 - 4.0

140

2005

Severstal Columbus,
Columbus/USA

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for automotive qualities (outside)

900 - 1850

0.28 - 1.4

150

2005

US Steel Kosice,
Kosice/Slowak Republic

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for automotive qualities and white goods

800 - 1850

0.3 - 2.0

180

2004

Wuhan Iron & Steel
Wuhan/P.R. China

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for white goods and design

800 - 1650

0.2 - 1.6

200

2004

Nakornthai Strip Mill (NSM),
Chonburi/Thailand

Revamp of a hot-dip galvanizing line
to process cold rolled steel strip

900 - 1600

0.4 - 2

200

2004

Wuhan Iron & Steel
Wuhan/P.R. China

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for automotive qualities (inside and outside)

1000 - 2080

0.4 - 2.5

200

2004

Wuhan Iron & Steel
Wuhan/P.R. China

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for automotive qualities and white goods

800 - 1650

0.2 - 1.6

200

2003

Maanshan Iron & Steel
Maanshan/P.R. China

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for automotive qualities and white goods

900 - 1600

0.3 - 2

180

2003

SeAH Steel Co., Kunsan City,
Seoul/Korea

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for automotive qualities and design

600 - 1300

0.23 - 1.6

200

2003

Winner Steel,
Pennsylvania/USA

Hot-dip galvanizing line

600 - 1830

0.45 - 3.6

180

2000

Thyssen Krupp Stahl AG,
Ferndorf/Germany

Extension of the hot-dip galvanizing line
with mechanical and process equipment

700 - 1525

0.35 - 4

180

2000

CSN - Imsa Acos Revestidos S.A.,
Araucaria/Brazil

Hot-dip galvanizing line

700 - 1600

0.25 - 1.55

183

1999

Galva Sud S.A., Rio de Janieiro,
Porto Real/Brazil

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for automotive qualities and white goods

900 - 1850

0.4 - 1.6

150

1999

Wuppermann Staal,
Mordijk/Netherlands

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for hot rolled steel strip

750 - 1550

0.8 - 3

125

1999

Salzgitter Stahl AG,
Salzgitter/Germany

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for automotive qualities and white goods

800 - 1880

0.35 - 2

150

1997

Bao Steel Group Corp.,
Baoshan/P.R. China

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for automotive qualities and white goods

800 - 1850

0.3 - 2

200

1997

Huta Florian,
Swietochlowice/Poland

Extension of the hot-dip galvanizing line

600 - 1500

0.4 - 1.5

180

1996

Dongbu Steel Co. Ltd., Asan Bay
Works, Seoul/Korea

Hot-dip galvanizing line

600 - 1600

0.3 - 2

180
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1995

Nakornthai Strip Mill (NSM),
Chonburi/Thailand

Hot-dip galvanizing line

900 - 1600

900 - 1600

200

1994

Winner Steel,
Pennsylvania/USA

Hot-dip galvanizing line

600 - 1220

0.2 - 0.9

90

1993

Benxi Iron and Steel Company,
Benxi/P.R. China

Hot-dip galvanizing line

700 - 1500

0.5 - 2.5

150

1993

Union Steel Company Ltd.,
Pusan/Korea

Hot-dip galvanizing line

600 - 1270

0.23 - 2.3

180

1991

Thyssen Stahl AG,
Duisburg/Germany

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for automotive qualities and white goods

950 - 2000

0.4 - 1.5

180

1990

Krupp Stahl AG,
Bochum/Germany

Hot-dip galvanizing line
for automotive qualities and white goods

850 - 1650

0.5 - 2

200

1989

Nucor Steel,
Crawfordsville/USA

Hot-dip galvanizing line

950 - 1320

0.46 - 3.17

120

1989

BHP Steel Pty., Ltd. Coated Product
Div. Westernport-Works,
Hastings/Australia

Hot-dip galvanizing line

800 - 1830

0.4 - 2

200

1988

Wuppermann Austria GmbH,
Judenburg/Austria

Hot-dip galvanizing line

70 - 375

0.8 – 3.0

130

1987

Dongbu Steel Co. Ltd., Asan Bay
Works, Seoul/Korea

Hot-dip galvanizing and aluminizing line

600 - 1380

0.3 - 2.3

160

1983

SEGAL S. C.,
Ivoz Ramet/Belgium

Mechanical and process equipment
for a hot-dip galvanizing line

750 - 1850

0.4 - 1.6

130

1978

Union Steel Company Ltd.,
Seoul/Korea

Hot-dip galvanizing line

500 - 1270

0.23 - 2.3

150

1977

SSAB - Svenskt Stål A.B.,
Borlänge/Sweden

Hot-dip galvanizing line

600 - 1250

0.3 - 2

100

1976

S.N.S. - Société Nationale de
Sidérurgie, El Hadjar,
Annaba/Algérie

Hot-dip galvanizing line

600 - 1350

0.25 - 2

150

1976

C.N.T.I.C. China
National Technical Import Corp.,
Wuhan/P.R. China

Hot-dip galvanizing line

700 - 1530

0.2 - 2.5

150

1974

CENTROZAP für Huta Florian,
Swietochlowice/Poland

Hot-dip galvanizing line

600 - 1500

0.22 - 1.5

180

1972

Siegener AG,
Ferndorf/Germany

Hot-dip galvanizing line

600 - 1525

0.35 - 3

150

1972

Hoesch Siegerlandwerke AG,
Eichen/Germany

Galvanizing unit (Jet Process)

500 - 1520

0.25 - 2.25

130

1970

Hoesch Siegerlandwerke AG,
Eichen/Germany

Extension of the hot-dip galvanizing line

500 - 1520

0.25 - 2.25

130

1968

Eisenwerk-Gesellschaft
Maximilianshütte mbH,
Salzgitter/Germany

Hot-dip galvanizing line

610 - 1550

0.35 - 3

150

1964

Hüttenwerke Siegerland AG,
Eichen/Germany

Hot-dip galvanizing line

500 - 1520

0.25 - 2.25

70

1963

August Thyssen Hütte AG,
Duisburg-Hamborn/Germany

Hot-dip galvanizing line

750 - 1525

0.25 - 2

100

1962

Deutsche Heurtey GmbH
für Mannesmann AG,
Finnentrop/Germany

Mechanical equipment
for a hot-dip galvanizing line

600 - 1500

0.35 - 2.25

60
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Strip Processing Lines Division
Walder Strasse 53
40724 Hilden, Germany
Phone: +49 211 881- 5100
Telefax: +49 211 881- 4212
E-mail: strip.processing@sms-siemag.com
Internet: www.sms-siemag.com

MEETING your EXPECTATIONS
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SMS SIEMAG AG

“The information provided in this brochure contains a general description of the performance characteristics of the products concerned. The actual products may not always have these
characteristics as described and, in particular, these may change as a result of further developments of the products. The provision of this information is not intended to have and will
not have legal effect. An obligation to deliver products having particular characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed in the terms of the contract.”

